ZAMIA POPULARITY IS SPREADING...

What would you do if someone handed you an authentic zamia? This question was put to several NAJACers from all over the country, and the following are some of the varied and many answers gotten by one of this paper's achiever roving reporters:

Liz Roche, Missouri: Carry it on a long stem with a very exotic formal.
Sharon McAfge, Maryland: Put it in a box and send it home to mama.
Deb Capinos, Maryland: Give it away to the next person I saw.
Banny Pierce, Ohio: I'd cry.
Steve Tomasek, Counselor: It depends on the sex.
Mr. Heffner: Go to the dictionary and look it up.
Loren Forsmark, Minn.: Eat it for dinner.
Steve Halker, Kansas: Give it to my little sister.
Peg Kenney, Indiana: Put it on my bed.
Judy Lewandowski, Ohio: Give it to my Program Director.
Don Werner, Ohio: If it was my neighbor I'd move away.
Tom Crowly, Program Director, Omaha, Neb.: I'd take it to bed with me.
Bear Olson, Mich.: Throw it away.
Mary Ann Burrows, Mich.: Put it on a leash and take it for a walk.
Carl Litak, Ill.: Frame it.
Ann Lusch, Ohio: Sit on it.
Bonnie Fuller, Ohio: Dance with it.
Mike Trefun, Ind.: If it's a girl, I'll kiss it.
Mike Andrews, Ind.: Take it home and put it in the bath tub.
Mike Brennan, Ga.: Accept it gracefully with Southern hospitality.
Jim Tilley, Ala.: Send it to Governor Wallace.
Jerry Shriver, Okla.: Send it back.
(continued on P.2, Col.1)

DATE SET FOR COUNSELOR-Achiever Rumble...

It has been announced by Mr. Edd Athon the JA-IU-AD, that the annual Counselor-Achiever softball and football games will be held on Thursday. Anyone interested in participating may sign up in room 77 in McNutt North during the Sports Office hours (12:00-1:15 and 4:00-6:30 daily.) Time and place will be announced later.

Coca-Cola Bottling Company Puts Entire BII

Everyone participating in this year's Conference is once again provided with an inexhaustible supply of Coke, available in the Coke tent from 8 AM to 11 PM. Managing the stand is Miss Janie Markay. She is aided by achiever delegate Francis Fogle, chairman, and five assistants.
The tent is available to NAJAC through the courtesy of the Coca-Cola Bottling Company who is covering all of the expenses.

BIG FREEZE STRIKES BRISCOE...

The program department in the basement of Briscoe dorm has been warmly referred to as the "deep freeze" and the "mortuary." According to counselor Bonnie DutMa, paper and flying around the room from the draft caused by the over-anxious air-conditioning system. Temperatures in the mid-forty forced the counselors to visit the rest rooms often to run hot water over their numbed fingers.

Apparently a communication mix-up with the group responsible for controlling the cooling system resulted in the three-day freeze. Although the air-conditioning has been turned off, the temperature range is still not satisfactory. Some workers perspire from the heat, while a few still have a coat of goosebumps on them!
COKE FLOAT...

As of today, the Official Coke Contest is underway. A box will be placed in the coke tent for ballots. Just jot your name, group number, and delegation along with your estimate of the number of cokes to be consumed by the end of the Conference and drop it in the box. Any sheet of paper will do for a ballot. The winner of the contest will be announced Friday morning at the closing General Meeting. At this time, the winner will receive a prize.

To help you in your estimating, here is the total amount of coke thus far consumed: 103 cans of coke or 515 gallons or 10,300 cups.

Your answer can be in any of the above quantities.

MONTREAL PARTICIPATES AT NAJAC...

Representing the 27 Junior Achievement companies of Montreal, Canada at the Conference are Pete Bateman, Mary Jane Galleyan, Marilyn de Souza and Ron St. Martin. The delegates report that as a centennial project, Montreal J.A. will attempt to increase its area size to fifty companies. An unusual feature will be the establishment of a French Center, composed of twelve French-speaking companies who will conduct business in that language.

In addition, the Montreal J.A. area has an exhibit at the Pavilion of Economic Progress at Expo '67. A special J.A. company, formed during the summer, has the exclusive selling rights to the pavilion's official publication A Book Called Progress. The 150-page bi-lingual edition is rapidly selling at the world exposition and throughout Quebec province.

**********TODAY'S SCHEDULE*************

7:00-8:15--Breakfast.
9:00--General Meeting - Auditorium.
    Sit by Group No.
10:00--Workshops.
12:00-1:15--Luncheon.
2:00--Group Discussions; Contests.
4:00--Recreation.
5:15-6:30--Dinner.
8:00-11:00--Talent Night - Auditorium.
    Sit as individuals.
11:30--Curfew.
12:00--Lights out.

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS GO OUT TO SUSAN SMITH OF TOLEDO, OHIO AND PAUL HUNT OF NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
ATTENTION ALL VOTING DELEGATES

Please be sure to check the official Elections Board located between McNutt and Briscoe in the tent, Wednesday, to see if your name is on the right group list. If it is not, or if you have any questions, come to the Elections Office, Room 057 South McNutt, WEDNESDAY. No changes or questions will be accepted Thursday and if there is an error, you will not be able to vote.

International Meals to Grace Tables

The caterers have been doing an outstanding job of feeding the large number of people here at the University, but today they surpass their achievements in fine cooking with the following meals:

LUNCH: steaming English chicken rice soup; tender, juicy, American hamburgers or cheeseburgers on warm Colonial rolls; crispy French potato chips; juicy Red tomatoes; Dutch iced chocolate brownies; beverage.

DINNER: choice German roast beef and gravy; Congolese mashed potatoes; buttered Peruvian lima beans; Swiss lettuce with 999-Island dressing; frozen Alaskan strawberry short cake; beverage.

BREAKFAST: tropical orange or apple juice; Her Majesty’s yeast donuts; oatmeal or cold cereal; Egyptian toast and Arabian jelly; beverage.

Tomorrow It’s Up To You

Election campaigning will swing into high gear today as the validated candidates pour all their efforts into gaining every possible vote they can. A reminder to candidates—Campaign Rules are “in the book” and all candidates will be completely responsible for their campaigns. Any violations will be reported by the Elections Committee and listed on the Official Violations Board.

The test of the candidates’ efforts will come in tomorrow morning’s election. Voting will take place from 7:00 AM to 8:30 AM. Each group will be assigned a Voting Station and its location will be listed in the Voting Procedure Instructions and also announced by the respective Group Counselors. The number of votes allocated to each delegate will be posted on the Official Elections Board tonight. Vote allocations are based on the number of J.A. companies in your area divided by the number of the area’s delegates eligible to vote.

 Preferential ballots are used and the election is by majority vote. The first candidate for an office to reach a majority is the winner.

The Elections Committee strongly urges all delegates to read the Voting Procedure Instructions carefully and to be sure to follow instructions correctly. Mistakes will only slow up the procedure and delay the announcement of the winners.

Answers to Yesterday’s Puzzle...

By now, most of you are losing sleep trying to think of number 15 DOWN. You were not given a clue to this one; we wanted to see just how smart you all were. This word happens to be the surprise answer—it is the name of a place that is dear to us all. Got it yet? Well, I’ll tell you...it’s BLOOMINGTON. Now here are the others:


SPORTS LINE

Don't Cry Young Lovers...The Red and Black Delegate football game ended in a 7-7 tie yesterday. The delegates are readying themselves for the annual Counselor-Delegate football game, which will be held on Thursday at 4 pm, east of Sembower Field. A "huge" crowd is expected to watch the two old rivals. The delegates will wind up their practice on Wednesday. At press time, a total of 5 counselors had signed up, headed by Parker Valentine. The delegates' team numbers 35, including 2 girls. The counselors will be trying to make up for the 27-9 defeat last year. One thing for sure...it'll be fun to watch!

Long Ball Hitters...Don Leeman of the Boston Delegation is interested in having a softball game between Briscoe and McNutt dorms on Thursday at 4:00 pm. So far, 8 players have signed up, including 2 girls; so, come on World Series Hopefuls...sign up in the Sports Office (Room 77 in McNutt North).

Bear Huggers...Mickey Perry of Chicago has opened a challenge to anyone for the NAJAC intercollegiate wrestling championship. Anyone feel strong? Sign up in McNutt North, Room 77.

PARTY NIGHT TO BE LAST SOCIAL EVENT...

Thursday night from 9 to 12 midnight, achievers and counselors will be saying farewells and reminiscing about the events of this year's NAJAC while they dance the evening away at one of the biggest social happenings ever to come to Bloomington. The theme for this year's dance will be "Four Corners" and will be held at two different locations in order to accommodate the large crowd expected. The Big Band of AI Cobine will be playing in the Wright Quadrangle Ballroom while the Olivers, a local rock 'n roll band will be providing the entertainment in the McNutt Recreation Room in the basement. Shuttle buses will be running from McNutt to Wright to take persons to both dances. The dress is semi-formal for the ladies and coat and tie for the men.

Miss J.A. will be escorted by the Conference President, John Nelson.

This dance in the past has been considered the Inaugural Ball.

ENGLAND VISITS NAJAC

David Nolan is from Manchester, England and is full of surprises. He states that JA in England is about the same as it is here and that the aim is about the same in both countries, too.

Dave joined JA because he wanted to develop initiative to make decisions, and he feels he has been successful.

About Junior Achievement, Dave has this to say, "I get the impression that JA is trying to push Free Enterprise. We were forced to keep political bias out of it." He feels that the Conference is really great but that "The Orientation was similar to my first day in kindergarten."

Michael Nolan’s JA center, in Catam, is the newest in England. JA there is just getting started and is busy expanding. Mike feels it is doing a successful job.

Mike formed a direct contrast between the two countries. He stated that in Catam, England achievers get no advice on how to run the company unless they ask for it. The advisors want them to learn from their own mistakes and appreciate problems. He feels that here in America we have Free Enterprise forced upon us. This is not the same all over England however.

Mike's opinion of American youth before his visit was favorable because he did not believe the newspaper blow-ups of teenagers here. He said that he has not been disappointed either. Mike states, "I think the organization and people are very good—perhaps the organization is too good. I feel youth should be taught responsibilities through their own mistakes and appreciate problems. He feels that here in America we have Free Enterprise forced upon us. This is not the same all over England however.

Mike's opinion of American youth before his visit was favorable because he did not believe the newspaper blow-ups of teenagers here. He said that he has not been disappointed either. Mike states, "I think the organization and people are very good—perhaps the organization is too good. I feel youth should be taught responsibilities through their own mistakes and appreciate problems. He feels that here in America we have Free Enterprise forced upon us. This is not the same all over England however.

Everyone at the Conference extends a warm welcome to Dave and Mike and hopes that they enjoy their stay in America.

COMPANION WANTED

Bob Brown of Lancaster, Pennsylvania would like some company. Bob is going out for cross-country running and wants to keep in shape. He starts every morning at 7:00 AM with a long run of approximately 1 1/2 miles. If anyone has a similar ambition or just wants to run, call Bob at 7-1268 or room 375, McNutt.
FOUR CORNERS

Thursday nite 9 to 12 midnight
Semi-Formal Dance
at
the Wright Quadrangle to the music of
The Big Band of Al Cobine
the McNutt Recreation Room to the Rock and Roll sound of
The OLIVERs
RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE MEETING will be today at 4:00 in the lounge adjacent to room 62. All resolutions must be presented at this time in order to be considered at the Thursday general meeting. A summary of the resolutions to be presented will appear in Thursday's paper.